A function q> : (0, oo) -► (0, oo) is called a ^-function if it is continuous, nondecreasing and such that <p(0) = 0, <p(u) > 0 for u > 0 and ç>(u) -► oo for u-»oo. A ^-function q> satisfies condition A2 for small u if limsupçj(2w)/ (p(u) < oo for u -► 0+. We denote by X the vector space of real functions defined on a closed interval (a,b) which vanish at a. For xel,we denote by osc(x ; (a, b)) the oscillation of x on (a, b).
Let q> be a ^-function and A be a subset of real numbers. A finite subset n of A with the natural order we will call a partition of A . In general, we will write a non-empty partition n of A in form of an increasing finite sequence (*,■)"=! • F°r a real function x defined on A and for a partition it of A we define {0 ifcard7i<l
5>(M'i+i)-*(<«)!) ifcard7z>2-/=i
The value var (x ; A ) = supÄ var (x ; n ), where the supremum is taken over all partitions of A, is called a ^-variation of x on A. If the ^-variation of jc is finite then we say x is of bounded ^-variation. It is easy to see that if A is a closed interval (a, b) then the above definition of ^-variation of x on A is equivalent to the classical one ( [4] , p. 582), which was used in [1] . The class of all functions x G X of bounded ^-variation is denoted by V (a, b). J. Ciemnoczolowski and W. Orlicz have stated in [1] the following theorem concerning superpositions of functions of bounded ^-variation. We will show that the assumption y/ satisfies condition A2 for small u may be dropped. Namely, one has Theorem 1. Let (Fn) be a sequence of real functions defined on (-00,00) and Fn(0) = 0 for « = 1,2,....
For every pair q> ,y/ of (p-functions the following statements are equivalent : (ii) IfxeV9(a,b) then sup^ar^Cx);^)) < 00.
(iii) For every r > 0 í/zere exxsta a constant Cr > 0 sue« í/zaí //ze inequality WiWniu^ -Fn(u2)\) < Cr<p(\ux -u2\) holds for ux,u2 G (-r ,r), « = 1,2,.... (ii) => (iii). Assume (ii) holds. Then for every r = 1,2, ... the functions Fn are uniformly bounded in common in (-r,r) (see [1] , proof of Theorem 1). If (iii) does not hold then there exist an integer r > 0, a nondecreasing sequence («() of indices, subintervals (u¡, v() of (-r,r) suchthat It follows that F 6 GL? . Conversely, suppose that <p does not satisfy the condition A2 for small u . Then tp(2u) lira sup ^--^ = co.
and it is easy to see that for F(u) = 2u we have F g GL and F g GL . D
The following result is just exactly a generalization of Theorem 2.B of [1] .
Corollary. The identity GL = GL holds if and only if <p satisfies the conditions (E) and A2 for small u.
